Testimonials . . .
}My husband, my sisters and I would like to thank you all for helping us
through a very difficult time. My mother’s fall was sudden and unexpected,
and we were not prepared for what followed. The thought of taking care of her
at home by ourselves both terrified and overwhelmed us, but you came into
our lives like a team of angels and took on our burden as if it were your own.
You made the impossible possible and helped turn something that should
have been tragic and sad into something peaceful and beautiful. You made
my mother feel very special everyday and you helped take away her fear
of the unknown. For us, who remain, you will all be remembered in a most
special way.~
Bb
}No matter how many times I say thank you, it will never be enough. Your
staff were so very kind and so sweet and caring to Jerry and to the rest of his
family. A special thanks to Tabatha, Stacey, Amber, Jakie and so many others
who came to our home or that I talked to on the phone. Thanks, again.~
Bb
}Thank you for your compassionate care for my dad and our whole family.
Being there with us, helping us, teaching us how to care for him and
explaining what was probably going to happen really helped us. The way
you came in so supportive and nonjudgmental and offered anything we
needed was just awesome. We prayed for you all at his funeral and will
continue to do so.~
Bb
}I had to wait a while before I could write to you all. Today would have been
my mom’s 82nd birthday. But she is resting gently in the arms of Jesus.
Special thank you’s go out to: Lisa Kay, Cindy, Miss Ruby and Jennifer.
You were my rock in the midst of a possible storm. Special thank you’s go
out to each and every nurse, social workers and pastors who passed through
my life over the last 2 years. I have always respected Hospice staff members.
But having the pleasure of first-hand knowledge of the way you are with
patients, family and caregivers brings many joyful thoughts. Thank you so
very much.~
Bb
}I want to sincerely thank you, each and every one, for your love and
prayers for Mom and me. I wish I could hug each and every one of you.
As far as I personally am concerned, I feel as though I had an extended
family in a time where I was pretty much on my own. I am quite sure Mom
was aware that you all were a ‘God Sent’ group, sent especially for us.
Love you all.~
Bb
}We don’t know where to start or where to end all the Thank You’s that
you all deserve; so you’re going to have to settle for one huge, heartfelt one
from the entire family! You all are an amazing team! It seemed that one of
you was always at North Florida Rehab checking the status of our ‘Very
Special Grandmother,' making sure she was as comfortable as possible
and had as much quality of life as one can have at 100 years of age. We
appreciate everything you did, from answering our questions or just talking
with us -- getting to know all of us, sitting with Grandmother at meals or
overnight, helping her with her makeup and hair, and acting as a liaison
between her nurses and her doctor -- just to name a few. What would
we have done without you? We can only image! You all and the Hospice
organization are priceless -- definitely worth more than we could possibly
repay! So please relay our ‘Thanks’ and know that Hospice will always
have a special place in our hearts. Grandmother was in caring hands!~
Bb
}I want to express my thanks to one and all. From the beginning to the
end of John’s time, I received encouragement, help, explanations, concern
regarding my husband. It’s been a rough 3 years. I do not know if I could
have done it without all of you. Excellent staff. Thank you so much again.~
Bb
}Our family is so grateful for the wonderful care and compassion that you
all gave to our mother. We have peace in knowing that she did not suffer
and passed peacefully under your care. Thank you so much.~
Bb
}We appreciate so very much all that you did to care for Rodger these past
3 months. You were all so kind, gentle and patient with him. Matt and I
appreciate your support physically, emotionally and spiritually. You helped
make our lives less burdensome with Rodger’s care, and more of a joy.~
Bb
}At a time of sadness and then loss, it is always a comfort to know our mom
received loving and professional attention. Since this was our first experience
with Hospice, we didn’t know what to expect. Your organization and especially
the women we met provided a caring atmosphere for us all. Thank you!~

